
WEDDING KIT



RESTAURANT
Perched atop the bustling Orchard Road, 1-Atico offers an unparalleled
space with breathtaking 180-degree panoramic views of the city skyline,
ensuring an unforgettable experience for your guests.

From corporate luncheons to intimate gatherings, product launches to
anniversary celebrations, our team of event specialists is dedicated to
bringing your dream event to life. Indulge in bespoke menus and fine
wines as you enjoy the spectacular ambiance.

Step into a new realm of luxury 218 meters above ground at 1-ATICO,
Singapore's premier 'penthouse' destination, boasting unparalleled
panoramic vistas of the cityscape.



FLNT is a charming, high-energy bar, serving a combination of Japanese
Peruvian cuisine (heavily inspired by Nikkei cuisine from Peru) and the 
first and only Nikkei-inspired beverage cocktails in Singapore.

FIRE, a name that represents passion and pays homage to the powerful primal
tool that creates legendary gastronomy creations. Specialising in superior-
standard cuts of meat grilled to perfection, the dining space provides an 
all-inclusive experience where texture, flavour and harmony is paramount.

RESTAURANT & BAR

RESTAURANT

SEATING
Up to 120 Pax 

SEATING
Up to 150 Pax 

STANDING

STANDING

Up to 150 Pax

Up to 200 Pax



CUISINE
Dine on cloud nine amidst with a sky-high spectacle of the city that changes
along with the pulsing lights of the city as it transitions throughout the day.

Sprawled across two levels at the peak of ION Orchard, the luxe multi-concept
1-ATICO is home to three distinct social experiences, from “fire-in-the-sky”
Argentinian restaurant FIRE to a Japanese-Peruvian influenced restaurant 
FLNT and an ultimate eponymously named ATICO Lounge. 



FLOOR PLAN



FACT SHEET
FACILITIES

EXTENDED SERVICES

Projector | Screens | Bridal Room | Sound and Light System |
Wireless and Hand-Held Microphones

DJs | LIVE Bands | Emcees | Events Planning |
Invitation Cards | Cakes | Floral Decor



1-Atico 2 Orchard Turn, Level 55 & 56, 
Ion Singapore Singapore 238801

LOCATION

LET US BE 
YOUR BEST HOST

+65 6970 2039

TELEPHONE

@ 1aticosg

@ 1atico.sg

enquiry@1-atico.sg

EMAIL

https://www.facebook.com/1aticosg
https://www.instagram.com/1atico.sg/
mailto:enquiry@1-atico.sg

